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My work is a new ethnography of groups that form on the internet, groups that define themselves online, attract 
members from all over the globe and manifest someplace on land. I find them in remote locations, away from 
the clutter of the cities, where cybernetic origins are more clearly photographed. Wherever someone goes so far 
as to construct a world of their own, they are often doing it in response to a cultural condition; therefore they are 
designing a reflection of that condition. They make hundreds of little design decisions that only add detail to that 
reflection. I try to enter these worlds as they transition from imagined to real. From the threshold between virtual 
and real, critical conversations emerge about utopia, dystopia, hyper-modernism and theory-based approaches 
to documentary arts. 

 
ECOTOPIA (2012 - present) 
http://www.ruthdusseault.com/ecotopia.html 
A project of the New York Foundation for the Arts 
 
Fred Turner lays the ground in this multi-media documentary 
about remote technology-enabled maker communities. 
Combining ecological primitivism with open source tools, they 
purport a vision of economic equity and smaller living. Using 
local resources, they conduct design/build experiments and 
practice a new type of manufacturing that is agile, hand-crafted 
and free. As an ethnographic group, they range from 
technocrats to hippies and from liberals to libertarians. They 

source pre-industrial cultures for environmental knowledge. Military-industrial research is downsized to the 
local scale. The two are seamlessly applied in this "hippie modernism," along with their associated 
philosophies, creating a mash-up of intellectual and formal exploration. Central to Ecotopia is a pondering on 
the lifestyle changes that are imminent and the role of the internet in achieving them.   
 

  
PLAY WAR (2008 - 2015) 
http://www.ruthdusseault.com > projects > Play War 
PLAY WAR RESPAWN (film 55 mins 2016)  
https://ruthdusseault.wordpress.com/ 
Places Journal (U.Cal. Berkeley, Nov 2014) 
Journal Soc. Architectural Historians (U. Cal. Press, Sep 2013) 
 
Hidden throughout the American landscape are spontaneous 
theaters built by amateurs from salvage materials for the 
purpose of hosting war games. These homemade recreational 
battlefields are real life extensions of popular films and video 

games. They are also derived from the military practice of building mock villages for immersive training in 
conditions that match enemy terrain. Teenagers, pondering career options, play as a way to test the feel of a 
soldier's life. Veterans, unwilling or unable to access appropriate mental health care, use the familiar 
surroundings to revisit their experiences in battle as a form of self-administered PTSD exposure therapy. These 
photographs and films are the result of a long-term national survey. Paintball and airsoft are industries of 
equipment suppliers. The fields are entirely invented by individuals using available salvage, imaginatively 
constructed on low-valued land. The film, Play War: Respawn, is told from the perspective of veterans of recent 
conflicts, who grew up on video games, survived the trauma of real combat and returned to find healing in this 
ersatz space that lies between. It incorporates virtual reality footage created by USC's Center for Creative 
Technology for the U.S. military as part of a pre-deployment training program called Stress Resilience in Virtual 
Environments (STRIVE). We toggle between real footage of fake war and fake footage of real war, 
accompanied by a virtual mentor who teaches us resilience training. 
 
Additional: 
http://www.ruthdusseault.com 


